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DUMONTEIL Shanghai is pleased to present ͞The Canvas of Memories͟, the solo exhibition of Vietnamese artist Le 

Trieu Dien (b.1943), featuring 16 oil paintings created between 2020-2021. The artist recalls some of his most precious 
memories and emotions and explores the social and cultural attributes rooted in individual existence by depicting the 

rise and fall of life in the Mekong Delta.  
 

I grew up in the Mekong Delta region that converges many cultures like Chan Lap, Cham, Khmer, 
Chinese and Vietnamese. Traces of war, reclamation, the opening of lands, building villages, 

establishing pagodas, living places of each region and each ethnic group are emotions condensed 
in each stroke of memory. 

ಧ Le Trieu Dien 

 
Le Trieu Dien's ͞memory͟ is not only a personal recollection of his upbringing, but also a ͞ĐƵůƚƵƌĂů ŵĞŵŽƌǇ͟ of the 
development of the delta region. Ben Tre Province, Le Trieu Dien's hometown, is one of the twelve provinces that 

comprise the Southwest Delta. Although the colonial period and decades of war have left the artist with unhealed 
wounds, the artist often wishes to record the gifts of Nature and the treasures of ethnic culture on canvas. 

 
In the "Mekong Delta" series, the artist relates his feelings to the region's historical changes and social life. Rivers full 
of alluvium flow through mountains, lakes, and vast fields, continuing many cultures and ethnic groups on domain 

regions. The integrating blue, green, purple and red, brown and yellow blocks in the background of the work 
epitomize the changing mornings and seasons in the Delta. And the unusual shapes and symbols are a collection of 

boats and boatmen in the Non-La, rice fields and orchards bordered by rivers, the floating markets with their crowds 
of people, the Buddhist temples and houses clinging to the riverbank. 

 
Le found his inspiration from ancient characters, motifs, and decors found on cultural relics and ancient architectures. 
Although their meanings have long been lost, they still permeate everyday life in the south, from rock art, religious 

architectural motifs to souvenir patterns. By transforming these images on the edge of oblivion into his creative 
vocabulary, the artist has created an alternative for them to be perpetuated beyond the promotion and marketing of 

cultural tourism. In ͞DĞŬŽŶŐ ϱ͕͟ for example, the stacked squares embedded with symbols act as a treasure box 
representing the multi-ethnic culture of the Mekong River. 

 
In the series "To the West", the artist depicts the joys and sorrows of the expatriate children he meets on his travels. 

The colour is drawn from different countries and regions' religions, cultural life, and traditional dress. Meanwhile, the 
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vivid memories may come from the colours of the vast rivers, the early morning dewdrops on the country roads or the 
bustling oars of the boats at dawn. 

 

On the narrative aspect, The composition is akin to how a memory flashes through one's mind ಧ a particular image, 

person, or object emerging from a blurred and fragmented scene. Layers, transitions, and balance are achieved by 
alternating and layering similar and contrasting colours. The artist prefers to capture the feelings that accompany the 

memory rather than the event itself. 

 
On the emotional level, Le Trieu Dien's works are interwoven like a chain of memories that flickers, sometimes 
appears indifferent, occasionally furious, stacked together into layers. He follows his intuition and records his state of 

mind as faithfully as possible. Through the bold colours and rich brushstrokes on canvas, the viewer can perceive that 
the artist, in his seventies, still has a passion for nature and life through his childlike sensitivity and curiosity.   

 

The recurring covid-19 pandemic of the past two years have cast a shadow over global developments, leaving one 

with a strong concern for the present and future of humanity. Yet, despite being immersed in an atmosphere of fear, 
frustration and sadness, LE Trieu Dien hopes to bring a sense of strength and optimism with his vibrant and rhythmic 

works, encouraging viewers to feel and capture the beautiful hues of life and memory. 

 

 

 

About the Artist 

 

Lê Tri୳u Òi୵n (born 1943 in Ben Tre Province, Vietnam) studied painting at an early age and was educated at the Phu 

Tho Institute of Technology in Ho Chi Minh City. He still lives and works in Ho Chi Minh City and has been exhibited in 
the Ho Chi Minh City Museum of Fine Arts and galleries in China, Malaysia, Singapore, Japan, France, and the United 

States. 
 

Le Trieu Dien's paintings are based on memory and speak of the hardships and glories of life through his depiction of 
the natural landscape and the multi-ethnic social and cultural life of the Mekong Delta region in Vietnam. His unique 
narrative technique incorporates images, motifs and ancient characters of various ethnic groups and religions that 

permeate the daily life of Vietnam, expanding the spatial and temporal dimensions of the canvas with rhythmic 
colours, lines and brush strokes. Always seeking the most authentic expression, Le's richly layered expressions convey 

a full emotion that strikes the viewer at a spiritual level. 
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ᴊொఱ Lê Tri୳u Òi୵n 

闗槭ద駠褿 
 
ೖ2022.03.12 - 2022.01.22 :غ 
ஏ఼: ొᇀಌ(ք) 
ஏᆁ: ࢃߩ࿑ 199 Ӯฑߺ 105爲 
䇘๎瀝ꀛ: ब್ࢺब 11:00 - 19:00 
 

ొᇀಌ䕱߀ఆ緗ӿೈ財煖Պᴊொఱ(Lê Tri୳u Òi୵nɾ1943 ೧ड़ਫ਼)ఴn闗槭ద駠褿|ɽ࣏ࠓఴड़ద್ۛॉ݇ࡠ

ဍࡠ层ۋ 2020-2021 ೧ɾ財煖Պ௪駮ඵ裿䈮ޮՑֱࢀळਫ਼ໍద䫦ਲɾᑅཀྵ྅ࣙހదյ槭ɼۛغదࢧ褑༫
 దऀճชԿɽใࡑରଚࡩɾပࣙըड़巸୵״

 

nըࡑ䈮ޮՑֱࢀळड़ਫ਼龦ɾ騀ฤౖஏ༧྅闟ଡชԿʁਇ㪷(Chân Lp)ɼઐଔ(ChÅm)ɼ

߶໗(Khmer)ɼ嵵ଔ(Hoa)ӿଔ(Vit)ɽ氿૬ɼ䇘懍ɼ䇘๎ౖஏɼཱིݒଞছɼݒଆဢɼ

㑎ஏۢଔదਫ਼慡ॶదࠡ睺襐ࡑ闗槭ద㑎Ҳ㩚ɽ| 
��ᴊொఱ 

 
ᴊொఱదn闗槭|عใ྅映ଘਕ龦裶嶭దյꊥɾߍ㝈ಃ྅ֱࢀळஏۢ巸ఴదnชԿ闗槭|1ɽଠదՊ墈理ᑬ
(Bұn Tre)Ғဍ䈮ޮՑքۛɾՑڐ靫ݱ㟟ɾ੍裫ೈֱࢀळదӿೈ 12 ೯Ҳɽਜ؇৫氿ཛྷ2ࡑ
財煖ՊৼཻԾ྅ꃥṼద奋ࠡɾୢଠسߍࡑժාཻԾ䈮ޮՑฑݬ㟟దࣙષਕชꋵɽ 
 
蝎ື૮騅ɽै礈ႎ萖దՑ巿䥈༫ऀճਫ਼࢛ळద嶭ֱࢀण༫䈮ޮՑ״ɾ財煖Պগࣙਐదܧʮ䈮ޮՑʯࡑ
ਭҲ࿑ླྀ裶ࢃᡦɼކഩɼీɾԈ褔ꊭҮ಼ద闟ଡชԿଔ܊ɽࡠഐܢި裮ద輄褦ࢷ༫裉ᑦԭ৯慾ಋ
ద䔪־྅挫Ն鏨దୠ捛ହ局ॄߺෘܙಝద愥د巿涉ద襐Ӫɽࣗࠥل࢝ळஏۢᐌިɼֱࢀ
ਕɼҐՑಕ塡ֆదᜠీ༫Վ䭋ɾਕ捛漹峏దූ峏ࢤ慡ɼဢ࣋گ㚲ғဍՑ؝దेɽ 

 
騀ࠥ愥ద䈽״པࣙಋଔదชԿ驾ɾਜ؇ሑ夓ద塰ተᏢਕஎ灺ɾ٭㝈ಃࡑೈ෨ஏۢదೖਫ਼ɾ
ပ֓ࢃปժɼभݒگஞ裠ꎗ౺裑೨愥Ҍ༙ॶର緗ɽᴊொఱগ騀ࠥ挫ࡑ驾駠褿ద愥馓Կ塡ࣙਐద层ࡠ阔

 
1 ᇵ㠖▥帿㉕²²㡸㦮浧儶㠖▥₼䤓㠖ⷦᇬ⥭㉕✛㟎㽊愺ᇶᨗ㉆ᨙ㓻·棎㠾㦋᧨摠⺎䰞ᇬ煓㣢㣷幠᧨2015-5 

⩒♙ⷵ⹅㓻·棎㠾㦋(Jan Assmann)ⅴ❗を䝵忺(Maurice Halbwachs)䤓³楕⇢帿㉕´⪉䫏᧨扪㷴㙟⒉ℕ³㠖▥帿㉕´䤓㰑㊄᧨㘱帷ℕ帿㉕ᇬ愺帳⚛ᇬ㠖▥䤓扭兼
㊶ₘ劔⃚梃䤓␂侊᧨ⅴ♙㦘␂扖♊䤓楕⇢⦍⍞⺈㺠㡞愺䤓䫽⸩✛㇉▥怆Ⓙℕ㊝㫆䤓⇫䞷ᇭ 
2 呹 19 ₥儹₼⚅᧨㽤⦌抟㷴㸥㺠怙◦᧷ℛ㒧㦮梃᧨㡴㦻⦷怙◦♥㈦㞾揜⦿⇜᧷1946-1954 ᧨怙㽤㒧℘᧷1955-1975 ᧨怙初㒧℘᧷1978-1985᧨₼怙♜⒊
㒧᧨呹 90 ⅲ怆᧨怙◦扝㧴ℕ兞㿝䤓㉺抮♠⻤᧨㒟₫◦℩♦␂㽷䤓㠿␃♠⻤䤓兞㿝⇢⃚ᇭ 
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癮ɾ闐ሑ夓䭩ྃࡑᕡชԿదਬኇ蹌鼧೯跞ಚ㠧Ҳ䝇Ԉ褔దՆɽྭɾࡑʮ䈮ޮՑ 5ʯ䬕ద࠾৯๏慾
ෘߺಋҲে䈮ޮՑൠଡଔชԿద็ᚭɽ 

 
騀ฤै礈ᇀյ槭దౖࡑಒၲڋ瀝۰۲ద姏ߨड़ྃހ夓ʯɾ財煖Պඵ裿྅ࣙࢢʮ๏దሉࡠܧࡑ
ஏਫ਼దجౘѫ塷ɾॶ墉༽ద৯࠾པࣙಋࠅՊஏۢదभگɼชԿਫ਼奇褆ෲꎗɾࠥ闗槭ᗶదฤஇ
҅闟པࣙኇᧄՑླྀదޭޔॉ৯ɾੜ墈ଞಕ࿑ꀑ竨ద࿒जɾຢ੍҅ᴊ瀝笔ꀠద犏ɽ 
 
ܢద慡ࢆྷࣗވը夓ద謸քꀑ緗ʁಝఈదժɼਕɼ҅݇ပໝࡑյ槭ࣇ哬愥ۛࡠংफ़晩ɾࡑ
ූ緗ɽ௪駮映ർ৯૮ۛ৯దި༫䬕Յɾࡠ྅ժ晩࣏ద駮ో༫ฑߩɽർً݇ࣆຌਐɾ財煖Պߍ笔ய
ဍำଌ闗槭ࣗਫ਼ద״णɽ 

 

裮ɾ瀝ࣗྮറɾ瀝ࣗ竤笔ɾ晩晩萖ɽଠ᪓鏰ɾਜՆனިޕ闗槭ద鼥ড়૮ࡠ晩ɾᴊொఱద״ࡑ
旅ஏ闗楼ࣙހదৼڧɽಃ駮騀ࠥࡠ韪ષ裟ద༽৯༫㟟㩚ৰɾ鏩ं䭩״ण౺೧ۛൂ२ద財煖Պғ
ષ映ࣙષ༫ਫ਼ໍ礈樧ɾ洌༙ሉಒൢదෆ鼷༫دɽ 

 

ۛ䫈೧པɾӺదൕ䑀塡સځ巸ఴ྅Ҳ晩օ৯దخ阪ɾ闐ਕ༟映ਕ㜐ऀճదۛ႐າཔ״౺୴樎ɽਜ؇
䗽ਃࡑ༧྅ڬዩɼ࠵༫奋״దᔅ愛ɾୢ財煖Պس༽ै礈楇ྙཱ峏దࡠ塡ਫ਼Ҳ㟪ྙྖس
ɾྯޓӀ昣鏩剥״ڊणำଌਫ਼闗槭దඔ৯࠾ɽ 

 

 

 

 

䎖ဍ財煖Պ 
 

ᴊொఱʤLê Tri୳u Òi୵n᧨1943 ೧ड़ਫ਼ဍӿೈ理ᑬʥပঘָ墇裿ժɾુम阢ဍࢦދࢤ Phu Tho ཀྵָӅɽ

ଠဖࢦދࡑࢤ层ࡠਫ਼ɾଘࡠુଡ࣏ఴड़ဍࢦދࢤඔ煖ꎭɾҐٶࠅɼ꒓པ壁ɼՅᆆɼೖຌɼ

๑ࠅඔࠅஏదඔ煖ꎭժ࿕ɽ 

 

ᴊொఱద裿ժ层ࡠҐ闗槭塡ड़఼ɾ௪駮ඵ裿ӿೈ䈮ޮՑֱࢀळஏۢదࣙષꋵ༫ଡଔ༧దऀճชԿਫ਼闰

阛ਫ਼ໍద䫦ਲ༫䗽ූɾࠖۦ༫䕱ཀɽଠదংफ़घ๑༧྅㝈ಃဍӿೈೖਫ਼ద֦ଔभگద愥ɼ裠牞

㟟దப࣏晩ࡑຌਇదන墆ɾ࠹ٽ裯昢࢟ద褛ౕɽᴊொఱۯɼ裦ড়㩚ৰ୕ఴժා瀝࠾ɾ༽ཱ峏ద৯࣊ชݻ

েන墆奇騹ैӲద״ɾ尢鏩ंదਈ晩ɽ 

 


